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COURSE SYLLABUS:  CHEE 223, FLUID MECHANICS (W 3-0-0.5   3.5) 

PERSONNEL 
 
Instructor: Carlos Escobedo     
Office:  DUP 209 
Email: ce32@queensu.ca 
 

 

  
  
  
  
  
CALENDAR DESCRIPTION 
Principles of momentum and energy transport are applied to the analysis of fluid systems commonly 
encountered in chemical engineering practice. This approach is via the macroscopic and differential 
balances of mass, momentum and energy. Topics include fluid statics; incompressible flow in closed 
conduits; flow and pressure measurement; transportation of fluids; laminar, turbulent and creeping 
flows; boundary layer effects; sizing of commercial components (piping, tubing, valves, pressure and 
flow meters and other fittings, as well as pumps) for fluid transport systems in industrial settings. 
(0/0/0/42/0) 

PREREQUISITES:  CHEE 221, MTHE 225 

OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOMES 
The objective of the course is to demonstrate the fundamentals of fluid mechanics and their 
applications in engineering. The course will teach the solution of fluid mechanics problems based on the 
use of differential and integral mass, momentum and energy balances. 

Specific course learning outcomes include:  

1. Calculate the pressure distribution in static fluids and the forces on submerged surfaces. 
2. Formulate mass, momentum and energy balances using the control volume and differential 

analysis of fluid flow.  
3. Identify boundary conditions and solve differential equations describing one-dimensional fluid 

flow. 
4. Determine frictional losses, size pipes and calculate pump power requirements in laminar and 

turbulent flow for viscous flow in closed conduits. 
5. Calculate the drag forces on submerged objects in laminar and turbulent flow. 
6. Use dimensional analysis to derive relationships among process or system variables. 
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7. Apply knowledge developed in steps 1, 2 and 4 above to measure pressure and flow rates, to 
estimate forces acting on pipes and joints, and to size pumps and pipes. Develop an 
understanding of the cost implications on developing a pumping process. 

 
This course assesses the following attributes: 
Knowledge base for engineering (CLO 1, 2, 4, 5, 7):  

CHEE-KB-FM-1. Applies principles of fluid statics to find pressure distributions, measure pressure 
and calculate forces on submerged surfaces.    
CHEE-KB-FM-2. Formulates integral mass, momentum and energy balances and applies 
knowledge to do engineering calculations.    
CHEE-KB-FM-3. Formulates differential momentum balances and solves them to determine 
velocity and stress distributions.    
CHEE-KB-FM-4. Analyzes transport of fluids (viscous fluid flow) in closed conduits and in external 
flows. 
CHEE-KB-MATH-2. Formulates and solves ordinary and partial differential equations and integral 
equations arising in Chemical Engineering using analytical and numerical techniques.  
CHEE-KB-PROC-4. Applies engineering science knowledge to size various unit operations, 
including but not limited to pumps, heat exchangers, separation processes, and reactors.  

Problem analysis (CLO 1-7):     
CHEE-PA-3. Selects and applies appropriate quantitative models, analyses, and boundary 
conditions to solve problems. 
CHEE-PA-4. Applies dimensional analysis to derive relationships among process or system 
variables. 

Economics and Project Management (CLO 7):    
CHEE-ECO-1. Applies economic considerations, such as capital and operating costs, to design 
processes.    

RELEVANCE TO THE PROGRAM 
The course is the first of the suite of courses known as “transport phenomena courses”, which deal with 
the transport properties of matter. Concepts taught in this course are required for 3rd year courses 
(CHEE 330 – Heat and Mass Transfer, CHEE 331/332/333 – Design and scale-up of unit operations, CHEE 
340-Biomedical engineering, CHEE 370 – Wastewater treatment processes) and 4th year courses (CHEE 
412-Transport Phenomena in Chemical Engineering, CHEE 452 – Transport Phenomena in Physiological 
Systems, CHEE 470-Design of Manufacturing processes, CHEE 490-Polymer formulations and polymer 
technology). The course assumes working knowledge of 1st year mechanics and calculus. 

COURSE STRUCTURE AND ACTIVITIES 
3 lecture hours + 1 tutorial hour per week.  Please check SOLUS for times and locations. 
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EXPECTATIONS FOR LECTURES/TUTORIALS  
Lecture slides will be posted in advance on the CHEE 223 LMS site. Lectures will include examples and 
problem solutions not contained in the posted slides. Students are expected to read associated sections 
and study worked examples provided in the textbook and through the course LMS. 

The tutorial problems are posted on the LMS site. These are meant to be solved interactively: these 
problems are broken down to help students get through each step of a question. Solutions will be 
worked out during tutorial periods with the TAs each week. Maximum benefits from the interactive 
solutions can be gained only if students come prepared for the tutorial sessions by studying the 
questions in advance. 

RESOURCES(S) 
Required: deNevers, N., "Fluid Mechanics for Chemical Engineers", 3rd Edition. Custom Courseware, by 
McGraw Hill, available from campus bookstore. *Please note that the full 2nd or 3rd Edition of this 
textbook is also acceptable. 

Useful references: 

Munson, B.R., Young, D.F. and Okiishi, T.H., "Fundamentals of Fluid Mechanics", 3rd Edition, John Wiley 
and Sons, 1998 (or a more recent edition). 

Giles, R.V., Evett, J.B. and Liu, C., "Fluid Mechanics and Hydraulics", 3rd Edition, Schaum’s Outline Series 
of Theory and Problems, McGraw-Hill, 1995. 

White, F. M., “Fluid Mechanics”, 7th edition, McGraw-Hill, 2011. 

All course lecture slides, assignments and tutorials will be posted on the CHEE 223 Moodle site. If you 
are registered for the course, you can access this information by logging in at moodle.queensu.ca 

GRADING SCHEME 
Deliverable Week or Date Weight  

Midterm Week 6 or 7 25 

4 Assignments (in groups of 2 or 3)* TBA 10 

Design assignment (in groups of 2 or 3)* TBA 5 

Final Exam Exam period 60 

*Depending on enrollment 

Students are expected to complete their work in a timely fashion. The course instructor will provide 
notification (in lecture and on LMS) of due dates and any revisions thereof. Submissions after the due 
date will be penalized at up to 15% per day unless suitable justification is provided.  

http://moodle.queensu.ca/
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Students must pass the individual examination component (combined mark on midterm+final) to pass 
the course, as stated by departmental policies (http://www.chemeng.queensu.ca/undergraduate-
studies/Departmental-Undergraduate-Polices.html ) 

HOW TO DO WELL IN THIS COURSE 
The concepts in this course are straightforward and easy to grasp. However, significant practice is 
required to formulate and solve problems efficiently and correctly. Students are encouraged to make 
use of all resources available, including the textbook, solved problems available through the LMS, 
interactive tutorials etc. Students are expected to utilize the concepts and to implement the methods 
taught in class to tackle a variety of problems that they may encounter in assingments/ midterms/ 
exams. 

ACADEMIC INTEGRITY 
Engineers have a duty to: 

 act at all times with devotion to the high ideals of personal honour and professional integrity 
 give proper credit for engineering work 

Professional Engineers Ontario Code of Ethics, Section 77 of the O. Reg. 941 
http://www.peo.on.ca/Ethics/code_of_ethics.html 

The quote above describes the standard of behaviour expected of professional engineers. As 
engineering students, you have made a decision to join us in the profession of engineering, a long-
respected profession with high standards of behaviour.  

As future engineers, we expect you to behave with integrity at all times. Our policies do not prohibit you 
from collaborating, even closely, with fellow students in any class. Indeed, we strongly encourage 
collaboration and teamwork, when conducted responsibly. We have, however, set firm guidelines on 
the quality of submitted work and have taken a strong stand against plagiarism and other forms of 
academic dishonesty.  Briefly stated, we expect that submitted work bears the name of all those 
contributing to it, and that you do not allow others to copy your work.  

Should a student’s submitted work be suspected of containing evidence of academic dishonesty, action 
shall be taken, as required by the Faculty of Applied Science policy on academic 
integrity: http://appsci.queensu.ca/policy/Honesty.html.  

Additional information on the University’s policies concerning academic dishonesty can be found on the 
Queen’s website. All students are expected to familiarize themselves with these policies and to 
conduct themselves accordingly. 

1. Senate Policy on Academic Dishonesty  
2. Procedures for dealing with departures from academic integrity in the Faculty of Engineering and 

Applied Science 
3. Queen's code of conduct 

http://www.chemeng.queensu.ca/undergraduate-studies/Departmental-Undergraduate-Polices.html
http://www.chemeng.queensu.ca/undergraduate-studies/Departmental-Undergraduate-Polices.html
http://www.peo.on.ca/Ethics/code_of_ethics.html
http://appsci.queensu.ca/policy/Honesty.html
http://www.queensu.ca/secretariat/policies/senateandtrustees/academicintegrity.html
http://appsci.queensu.ca/policy/Honesty.html
http://appsci.queensu.ca/policy/Honesty.html
http://www.queensu.ca/secretariat/policies/senateandtrustees/Code_of_Conduct_final_2008.pdf
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INDIVIDUAL NEEDS 
Students with diverse learning styles and needs are welcome at Queen’s. In particular, if you have a 
disability or health consideration that may require accommodations, please feel free to approach me 
and/or the Disability Services Office as soon as possible at (613) 533-6740. The Disability Services staff is 
available by appointment to develop individualized accommodation plans, provide referrals and assist 
with advocacy. The sooner you let us know your needs, the better we can assist you in achieving your 
learning goals at Queen’s. For further information, visit Health, Counselling and Disability Services 
website. 

http://www.queensu.ca/hcds/
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CHEE 223   ||     Module overview 
Course learning outcomes (CLO): Students will be able to: 

1. Calculate the pressure distribution in static fluids and the forces on submerged surfaces. 
2. Formulate mass, momentum and energy balances using the control volume and differential analysis of fluid flow.  
3. Identify boundary conditions and solve differential equations describing one-dimensional fluid flow. 
4. Determine frictional losses, size pipes and calculate pump power requirements in laminar and turbulent flow for viscous flow in closed 

conduits. 
5. Calculate the drag forces on submerged objects in laminar and turbulent flow. 
6. Use dimensional analysis to derive relationships among process or system variables. 
7. Demonstrate an understanding of the technical aspects of pressure, flow and viscosity measurement and sizing of pumps and pipes. 

Students are expected to augment lecture material through reading of associated sections of the textbook, and to practice execution of course principles 
by completing posted problem sets  

Module Lecture approach* and content Tutorial approach** and content 
Tutorial and practice problems are 

available on Moodle 

Assessment (CLO, and % of course 
grade) 

Module 1 
(Wks 1-2) 

 Introduction to Fluid Mechanics 
 
Fluid Statics (CLO1) 

• Definition of Pressure  
• Pressure distribution for a fluid at rest  
• Hydrostatic Forces on Plane Surfaces 
• Buoyancy 
• Measurement of Pressure 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Tutorials 1, 2 (CLO1) 
 

 

 
 
Material is included on mid-term (CLO1) 
 
Group assignment #1 (2.5%, CLO1, 
CLO7) 

Module 2 
(Wks 3-6) 

Finite Control Volume Analysis (CLO2, CLO3, CLO7) 
 

• The general balance equation 
• Conservation of Mass -Continuity equation 
• Energy balance  
• Bernoulli’s equation (mechanical energy balance) 
• Applications: Flow measurement 
• Momentum balance 

 
 

 
 

Tutorials 3-6 (CLO2, CLO3, CLO7) 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Material is included on mid-term (CLO2, 
CLO3, CLO7) 
 
Group assignment 2 (2.5%, CLO2, CLO3) 
 
Group assignment 3 (2.5%, CLO2, CLO3, 
CLO7) 
 

Midterm  Covers Modules 1 and 2  Midterm exam: 3-4 questions each one 
targeting CLO1-3 and CLO7, worth 25% 
of course grade 
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Module 3 
(Wks 7-9) 

Viscous flow in closed conduits/fluid friction in steady-
one dimensional flow (CLO4,  CLO7) 

• Definitions of viscosity and stresses 
• Laminar flow 
• Turbulent flow 
• Friction factors, major and minor losses 
• Economic pipe diameter 
• Pump sizing 

 
 
 
 

Tutorials 7-9 (CLO4, CLO7) 

 
 
Material is included on final (CLO4, 
CLO7) 
 
Design assignment (5%, CLO4, CLO7) 
 
 
 

Module 4 
(Wk 10) 

 
Dimensional Analysis/Modeling (CLO6) 

 
Tutorial 10 (CLO6) 

 
Material is included on final (CLO6) 
 

Module 5 
(Wk 11) 

Differential Methods of Analysis (CLO2,CLO3) 
 

• Differential mass and momentum balances 
• Equations of motion, Navier-Stokes equations 
• Solutions for one dimensional, steady-state 

problems 

 
 
 

Tutorial 11 (CLO2, CLO3) 
 

 
 
Material is included on final  (CLO2, 
CLO3) 
 

Module 6 
(Wk 12) 

Flow over immersed bodies (CLO5) 
 

• Flow past an object - Introduction to boundary 
layers 

• Estimation of drag coefficients 

 
 

Tutorial 12 (CLO5) 

 
 
Material is included on final (CLO5) 

EXAM   Final exam: One-two questions will target 
each CLO, worth 60% of course grade  

*Delivery through lecture materials, in-class examples and solutions, true or false trivia, video clips. 

**Tutorials are solved interactively in class 
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